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MXRW, one of the largest Corporate Travel solution providers, has made 
recent announcements concerning it s new expansions into E-Commerce. 
Now another huge announcement is expected Monday. 
Get on MXRW First thing Monday!

, from any consequences of its use.



The IdP authenticates the user.
But implicit in the concept of "good enough" is that you need to have clear perf
ormance metrics.
They should understand that concurrency is hard but not impossible.
When it finds a resource in either format, it determines the bundle’s parent cha
in and returns the ResourceBundle instance.
But abstraction mechanisms often have costs that we overlook when we focus on sy
stem design.
Although some viewers may find lively pages annoying, this somewhat gratuitous u
sage of Ajax highlights the ability to make your pages more lively.
An XML signature can sign arbitrary data, whether it is XML or binary.
As you go through the Java Pet Store application, you’ll see instances in which 
content on a page is seamlessly changed without requiring the reload of an entir
e page.
Sometimes the answer is a resounding yes and sometimes not, but the abstraction 
barriers invite us to not think about the performance implications of architectu
ral decisions sufficiently.
This typically means that any user actions that are performed on the view will i
nvoke a registered listener method in the controller class.
For example, if your application uses properties files exclusively, you can avoi
d the overhead of searching for ResourceBundle subclasses.
It actually optimizes Java code more effectively than does C.
Scrolling over any of the items opens an "accordion" of subcategories without re
quiring the page to reload.
The IdP returns to the browser an HTML page to be posted to the SP.
Using the Modified MVC This section of the article shows you how to put this des
ign into practice, starting with the model.
It specifies exactly how the model data should be presented.
Ajax interactions allow for a clear separation of presentation logic from the da
ta.
To the extent that it isn’t, you can ask the compiler to show you the machine co
de.
This is common in Java technology-based enterprise applications.
Once the model, view, and controller objects are instantiated, the following occ
urs: The view registers as a listener on the model.
" I disagree with both.
The page contains a form with a SAML authentication response as a hidden element
.
Users can click on the Next and Previous buttons to get more stories.
Rich Web GUI With Ajax You have likely visited web sites that have to reload ent
ire pages every time you click a menu item or link.
This typically means that any user actions that are performed on the view will i
nvoke a registered listener method in the controller class.
In addition, changes in model state are communicated to view objects through an 
application’s controller objects.


